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We experimentally demonstrate a general optical pump-probe technique to observe the spin Hall effect of
light �SHEL� in an absorbing medium. In essence, a locally confined pump-induced modification of a materi-
al’s absorptivity can effectively be used as an induced aperture allowing one to detect the transversely dis-
placed circular polarization components of an incident beam through differential transmission techniques. We
consider linear absorption mechanisms such as free-carrier absorption and Pauli blocking as well as nonlinear
absorption processes such as two-photon absorption. For absorption mechanisms that do not depend on light
polarization, the SHEL of the probe beam is obtained directly, while polarization-dependent properties give an
effective SHEL displacement that depends on the action of the SHEL on both pump and probe beams. Using
150 fs pump, 820 nm pump and probe pulses we observe SHEL effects in silicon via free-carrier absorption.
SHEL effects are also observed via Pauli blocking at 820 nm and two-photon absorption at 1550 nm in GaAs
using �150 fs pump and probe pulses.
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I. INTRODUCTION

When an optical beam encounters an optical interface at
non-normal incidence the right ��+� and left ��−� circularly
polarized beam components experience a displacement trans-
verse to the plane of incidence. This effect was theoretically
derived by Fedorov1 in 1955 in the case of total internal
reflection in glass with experimental confirmation given by
Imbert2 in 1972 for beams of finite cross-section. Hence the
effect is historically referred to as the Imbert-Fedorov effect.
In the last decade there has been renewed interest in this
phenomenon which has been considered theoretically and
experimentally for a variety of transparent media and differ-
ent beam geometries including partial reflection/transmission
at an interface.3–15 In the case of a linearly polarized beam
incident on an optical interface, the transverse separation of
�+ and �−, or spin components, of the light have led some to
refer to the Imbert-Fedorov effect as the spin Hall effect of
light �SHEL� because of the analogy with the electronic spin
Hall effect, wherein an electrical current can produce a trans-
verse separation between carriers of opposite spin.16 How-
ever, the subwavelength �typically nanometer scale� dis-
placements associated with the SHEL have forced
experimentalists to use sophisticated schemes to observe it.
For example, Imbert used multiple total internal reflections
to increase the displacement,2 while others have used a mul-
tilayered interface,17 helicoidal eigenstates of a laser cavity,18

or a position-sensitive detector.19 Long wavelength �micro-
wave� sources have also been used20 but at the expense of
poor beam quality, limiting the resolution. Recently, Hosten
and Kwiat, using the language of quantum weak measure-
ments, observed the SHEL in a beam exiting a variable angle
prism with a position-sensitive detector6 while Qin et al.
showed the effect for partial reflection.12

During the past 50 years all experimental observations of
SHEL have involved measurements on a light beam emerg-

ing or reflecting from an air-glass interface. Recently, some
of the present authors observed the SHEL at an air-
semiconductor interface15 where absorption was used to re-
solve the separation between �+ and �− components. In this
recent experiment a tightly focused, linearly polarized, 100
fs pump pulse was shone off-normal incidence onto a thin
GaAs sample. In such a configuration, the pulse experiences
a transverse separation of its spin components due to the
SHEL. The light-polarization dependent selection rules for
interband transitions in GaAs dictate that a spatially sepa-
rated, spin-polarized, electron distribution is imprinted in the
material and remains for 10s of picoseconds. This carrier
spin population is then temporally and spatially resolved by a
probe beam via differential transmission techniques. It was
also suggested15 that other pump-probe techniques, not nec-
essarily involving electron spin effects, could be used to re-
solve the SHEL in a variety of materials. If true, these results
might have implications for a broad range of pump-probe
experiments employing tightly focused beams besides pro-
viding new ways to image the SHEL.

In this article we demonstrate how general pump-probe
techniques can be used to image the SHEL in situ in different
materials. The basic idea is as follows. A tightly focused
pump beam is used to locally alter the transmissivity of an
off-normal probe beam. The pump-induced change in the
probe beam allows us to consider the pump beam as induc-
ing an effective aperture. As the pump beam is scanned
across the spatial profile of the SHEL-split probe beam the
transmitted amplitude of the probe beam �+ and �− compo-
nents varies, from which one can obtain the SHEL displace-
ment. If the interaction of light beams with the material is
independent of light polarization �referred to as the scalar
case, below�, the SHEL for the probe is observed directly.
However, if absorption depends on light polarization �re-
ferred to below as the vector case�, as it might, e.g., for
two-photon absorption �2PA� or circular dichroism of the
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type mentioned above,15 an analysis of the differential trans-
missivity is sensitive to the SHEL acting on the pump and
probe beams.

We experimentally demonstrate this general concept in
three different cases, with different materials and different
optical absorption mechanisms. In the first experiment, as an
illustration of the scalar case, we use pump-induced free-
carrier absorption �FCA� in silicon to image the SHEL acting
on the probe beam. In the second example we use a tech-
nique similar to Ref. 15 to image the SHEL displacement
occurring in the pump and the probe beam using Pauli block-
ing induced by spin populations in GaAs. We provide results
on the angular dependence of the SHEL displacement for a
wider range of angles than presented in Ref. 15 and also
compare the SHEL displacements obtained with s- and
p-polarized incident light. Finally, we apply the imaging
technique to sub-band-gap radiation in GaAs and the trans-
verse shifts are resolved using 2PA of simultaneously im-
pinging pump and probe pulses. All experimental results are
shown to be in good agreement with the theoretical expecta-
tions for the SHEL.

The remainder of this paper is organized as followed. In
Sec. II, we review some of the theoretical foundations of the
SHEL and introduce the formalism to compare that theory to
the measurements we obtained via scalar and vector interac-
tions between light and matter. The generalized aperture
method to image the SHEL is also presented in that section,
and the experimental details related to the three different
imaging techniques used in this paper are given in Sec. III.
Finally, we present and discuss in Sec. IV the results of the
SHEL displacements.

II. THEORY

A. SHEL displacement

The transverse shift of a spatially confined light beam
crossing from air into a medium of real refractive index, n,
has been discussed and calculated in the literature using dif-
ferent approaches. Perhaps the most physically satisfying ap-
proach uses the fundamental law of conservation of angular
momentum.3–5,21,22 According to Noether’s theorem, the total
�spin and orbital� angular momentum must be conserved
along the axis of symmetry of the system which is, for an
off-normal incident beam at a planar optical interface, per-
pendicular to the interface plane. To conserve total angular
momentum, the center of the reflected and transmitted com-
ponents of an incident circularly polarized beam shift in the
plane of the interface along a transverse direction perpen-
dicular to the plane of incidence. A more typical method to
determine the SHEL displacements consists in decomposing
the incident, reflected, and transmitted beams of finite cross
section into their plane wave constituents and applying the
Fresnel relations to the s and p components of the individual
plane waves. The spatial dependence of the reflected and
transmitted beams is retrieved by summing over all partial
plane waves which can be done analytically using the
paraxial approximation.4–6,23–26

The total SHEL displacement, d, between the �+ and �−

components of a linearly polarized beam varies with the

wavelength of the light, its polarization state and the angle of
incidence of the beam at the interface, �i. For p- or
s-polarized beams propagating in air and impinging on a
nonabsorbing medium, the SHEL displacement �dp and ds,
respectively� is found to be4,6

dp��i� = ��/���cos��r� − ts/tp cos��i��/sin��i� ,

ds��i� = ��/���cos��r� − tp/ts cos��i��/sin��i� . �1�

Here �r is the angle of refraction and ts,p are the transmission
Fresnel coefficients for s- and p-polarized light. In the case
of weakly absorbing materials �imaginary part of complex
refractive index �n�, such as the semiconductors considered
in our experiments, Eq. �1� remains valid. If the real and
imaginary parts of the material refractive index are compa-
rable, one can obtain d by using the complex refractive index
in Eq. �1� and taking the real part of the right hand side. The
imaginary part of the refractive index can be associated with
an angular shift between the �+ and �− components.27 Figure
1 shows theoretical values for the transmitted �but internal to
the medium� beam for n=1.5 �glass� and n=3.6 �close to the
value for Si and GaAs in our experimental conditions�. Note
that the maximum separation between the �+ and �− compo-
nents �at �i=90°� mainly depends on the wavelength, and
only marginally on the refractive index �if n is large�:
d�p,s���i=90°�= �� /���1−1 /n2.

B. Generalized aperture method to measure SHEL

We outline the theoretical basis from which to determine
the SHEL displacement in a material using pump-probe in-
teractions with the pump beam effectively inducing an aper-
ture, altering the transmission characteristics of the probe
beam. We consider the two cases corresponding to whether
the interaction of light with matter is independent of polar-
ization �scalar case� or dependent on light polarization
�vector case�.

1. Scalar interaction between light and matter

Referring to Fig. 2�a�, the sample front surface is taken to
coincide with the x-y plane with the z axis normal to the

FIG. 1. �Color online� Calculated SHEL displacement �Eq. �1��
as a function of the angle of incidence �i and the polarization of a
light beam ��=820 nm� impinging on glass or a semiconductor
such as GaAs or Si.
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interface. We consider p- or s-polarized beams only, with the
x-z plane defining the plane of incidence. The SHEL dis-
placement between the �+ and �− components of a beam is
therefore along the y axis. The beams are assumed to have a
Gaussian spatial profile; other spatial profiles could also be
considered, but this will not substantively change the argu-
ments below, only some numerical factors. Note that, regard-
less of the angle of incidence, the y dependence of the elec-
tric field of the beam behind the entrance surface is always of
the form Gwe,r

�y��exp�−y2 /we,r
2 � where we,r is a characteris-

tic beam width for the pump/excitation �e� or probe pulse �r�
just behind the entrance surface.

With a tightly focused probe beam centered at �x ,y�
= �0,0� on the sample surface, a tightly focused pump beam,
centered at �0,ye� is scanned along the y direction �ye varies�.
The pump beam induces a change in the transmission of the
�+ and �− components of the probe beam, �T�=T�−T�

�0�,
where T� and T�

�0� are the transmission of the probe with and
without the pump beam, respectively. We assume that
�T� /T� does not depend on the polarization of pump or
probe beam as would occur via a scalar interaction, e.g.,
through an absorption coefficient that depends on a scalar
linear susceptibility, carrier density, carrier or lattice tem-

perature, etc. In the absence of SHEL effects, �T� depends
on the spatial convolution of pump and probe beams with
�T��ye��exp�−ye

2 /w2�=Gw�ye� where w=��we
2+wr

2� /2. If
the probe beam experiences a SHEL separation of dr be-
tween its �+ and �− components then �T��ye�
�Gw�ye�dr /2�. When w	dr �essentially always the case
since w
��, �T+−�T−�Gw�ye+dr /2�−Gw�ye−dr /2�
=dr��Gw�ye� /�ye�, indicative of an effective circular dichro-
ism. Hence, although �T+ and �T− are approximately of the
same value, their difference is proportional to dr. Indeed if
we define

w�e

2

��T− − �T+�ye=w/�2

��T+�ye=0
= d̃ �2�

where ye=w /�2 corresponds to the maximum of
�Gw�ye� /�ye and ye=0 corresponds to the maximum of
G�ye�, then it is straightforward to show that for this scalar
interaction

d̃ = dr
�p,s�. �3�

This result is independent of whether the pump beam expe-
riences a SHEL effect.

An example of a pump-probe interaction that does not
depend on beam polarization is free-carrier absorption. In a
semiconductor, electrons and holes �e.g., optically excited by
a pump beam� can themselves absorb radiation with the as-
sistance of other particles to satisfy momentum conservation.
If the probe beam energy is less than the fundamental energy
gap and the delay time between pump and probe pulses, �, is
larger than pump and probe pulse durations, free-carrier ab-
sorption �including possible intervalence and interconduction
band absorption� is the dominant absorption mechanism. The
change in transmission experienced by �� probe components
is independent of polarization and only depends on the num-
ber of carriers, N, excited by the pump beam. Indeed one can
write

�T� � − ��FCA�N , �4�

where ��FCA� is the total free-carrier absorption cross section
for electrons and holes. Hence, for free-carrier absorption of

the probe beam induced by the pump beam, d̃=dr
�p,s�.

2. Vector/polarization interaction between light and matter

If the interaction of pump or probe beam with the material
depends on light polarization the simple picture used above

leading to d̃=dr
�p,s� is not complete. Such interactions include

spin-dependent Pauli blocking, two-photon absorption, and
the optical Kerr effect in an optically anisotropic medium. As
seen below the SHEL acting on a non-normally incident
pump beam can also induce circular birefringence in the
probe beam, resulting in an additional contribution to the
differential transmission signal. Overall, we find that the dif-
ferential transmission expression of Eq. �2� leads to

d̃ = �dr
�p,s� − de

�p,s�, �5�

where de
�p,s� is the SHEL separation between the �+ and �−

components of the p- or s-polarized pump beam and  and �

FIG. 2. �Color online� �a� Normal incident pump beam scanned
across the circular components of the probe beam which are spa-
tially separated at the interface because of the SHEL. �b� Transmis-
sion change and differential transmission signals for a general case.
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are coefficients that depend on the polarization dependent
beam interaction. We now consider two such interactions,
Pauli blocking and two-photon absorption/optical Kerr
effect.

(i) Pauli blocking in GaAs. The optical excitation of a
zincblende semiconductor such as GaAs with circularly po-
larized pump photons whose energy, ��, is greater than the
fundamental gap but less than the spin-orbit split-off gap,
creates spin-polarized electrons �holes� in the conduction
�valence� band.28 While hole spin polarization relaxes in
�100 fs,29 electron spin polarization remains for a time that
is the lesser of the spin depolarization time and the electron-
hole recombination time. Typically these times are

10 ps.28 Based on selection rules a �+ polarized pump
beam generates a density of ↓ electrons, N↓, that is �maxi-
mally three times� greater than the density of ↑ electrons, N↑,
and vice versa for �− light. The quantity P= �N↓−N↑� / �N↓
+N↑� defines a degree of spin polarization that tends to zero
with increasing time after the carrier injection. The initial
value of spin polarization, Pi, depends on the exact optical
absorption selection rules for a given photon energy and has
a maximum value of Pi=0.5 in GaAs �occurring for exact
band edge excitation�.

A subpicosecond circularly polarized probe pulse delayed
from the pump pulse by less than the spin polarization relax-
ation time, experiences a reduced absorption that depends on
the spin occupancy of optically coupled states in the conduc-
tion and the valence band. Because the valence band density
of states is much larger than that of the conduction band,
once excited carriers thermalize, the difference in optically
coupled states is much less than that of the conduction band.
Therefore, the change in transmission of the �+ and �− com-
ponents of the probe beam is dominated by electron spin
density. Due to differential Pauli blocking effects resulting
from the electron spin populations the �� probe transmission
takes the form,30,31

�T� �
1 � Pi

2
N↓ +

1 � Pi

2
N↑. �6�

With a differential transmission which includes the effect of
the SHEL displaced opposite electron spin populations in-
jected by the �� components of a pump beam one can again

calculate d̃. The details are given in Appendix A. The Pauli
blocking �PB� mechanism leads to

d̃ = dr
�p,s� − �PB�de

�p,s�, �7�

where the factor �PB� has a maximum value of Pi
2=0.25.

Note that once the spin polarization vanishes, one again has

d̃=dr
�p,s� as expected.

(ii) Two-photon absorption/optical Kerr effect. A nonlin-
ear optical interaction involving the simultaneous presence
of pump and probe photons can also be used to alter the
transmission of the probe beam. Two-photon absorption
�2PA� and the optical Kerr effect �OKE� differ from the two
previously described pump-probe interactions in that they
require time overlap between the pump and the probe pulses.
We consider here that the probe beam is very weak compared
to the pump beam and that the photon energy is less than the

fundamental band gap of the semiconductor. We thereby ne-
glect, inter alia, free-carrier absorption of probe photons by
carriers generated by 2PA of the pump beam. For degenerate
pump and probe beams with frequency � 2PA and OKE are
governed by a complex valued fourth rank tensor �ijkl

�3� �−� ;
−� ,� ,��=�ijkl� + i�ijkl� . We consider an excitation �pump�
field, E� e=Eeê and a probe field E� r=Err̂ with unit polarization
vectors, ê and r̂. For zincblende materials like GaAs, there
are only three independent tensor elements of this �� �3� viz.,
�xxxx, �xxyy, and �xyxy. Appendix B gives the details of how

the d̃ derived from 2PA and OKE effects depends on dr and
de in the case of copolarized s- or p-polarized pump and
probe beams incident on a �001�-oriented surface of GaAs

with the plane of incidence containing the �110�-, �11̄0�-,
�100�- or �010�-crystal axis. We find that

d̃�2PA� = ��2PA�dr
�p,s� − �2PA�de

�p,s�. �8�

When the �110�- or �11̄0�-crystal axis is contained within the
plane of incidence, the coefficients ��2PA� and �2PA� are
given by

��2PA� =
��xxxx� + �xyxy� �

��xxxx� + �xxyy� + 2�xyxy� �
,

�2PA� =
��xxyy� − �xyxy� �

��xxxx� + �xxyy� + 2�xyxy� �
. �9�

However, if the �100�- or �010�-crystal axis is the one con-
tained within the plane of incidence, we have

��2PA� =
��xxxx� + �xyxy� �

2��xxxx� �
,

�2PA� =
��xyxy� − �xxyy� �

2��xxxx� �
. �10�

Note that in this regime of weak nonlinearity, the real part of
the nonlinear susceptibility does not appear within the coef-
ficients ��2PA� and �2PA�. However, when one of the �100�,
�010�, �110�, or �11̄0� axis of the GaAs sample is not aligned
in the plane of incidence, the real part of ��3� generates a
pump-induced circular birefringence in the probe beam
which is independent of the SHEL. Such circular birefrin-
gence appears as a Gaussian offset in the differential signal
of Eq. �2� and therefore prevents one from obtaining the
SHEL displacement using Eq. �8�.

III. EXPERIMENT

The mechanisms used to experimentally observe SHEL as
part of the general manifestation of pump-probe experiments
are free-carrier absorption, Pauli blocking effects and two-
photon absorption. The former two can be carried out with a
pump-probe delay � which is long compared to the temporal
width of the beams and short compared to the spin relaxation
time of the pump-induced carriers. On the other hand the
2PA experiments must be carried out under �=0 conditions.
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To demonstrate these mechanisms we have used Si and
GaAs as well as two different ultrafast laser sources. The first
optical source is a homebuilt Ti:sapphire laser delivering 150
fs pulses at a repetition rate of 76 MHz and a photon energy
of 1.50 eV ��=820 nm�. The second laser is an amplified
Toptica FFS Er:fiber laser producing 120 fs pulses at a rep-
etition rate of 80 MHz with a central photon energy of 0.80
eV ��=1550 nm�. While photons of 1.50 eV energy reso-
nantly excite free carriers in Si �indirect band gap 1.1 eV at
295 K� and GaAs �direct band gap 1.42 eV at 295 K�, a
photon energy of 0.80 eV is well suited to induce 2PA in
GaAs. The general experimental setup used for all experi-
ments is represented in Fig. 3. Pump and probe pulse trains
are tightly focused with two aspheric lenses and have com-
parable diameter �the probe is typically 15% smaller� at the
sample. The incident beam propagation directions are sepa-
rated by a fixed angle ��55° which is limited by the size of
the optical components. We rotate the sample �Fig. 4� to
investigate the dependence of the angle of incidence of the

probe �i on d̃. Including this angular separation in Eq. �5�,
we obtain

d̃��i� = �dr��i� − de��i − �� , �11�

which yields a positive offset proportional to de at �i=0.

A piezotransducer is used to scan the pump excitation
spot across the probe beam. The probe light is collected with
a large aperture lens and then passed through a quarter wave
plate and a Wollaston prism. Two photodiodes and a lock-in
amplifier referenced to the chopped excitation pulse allow to
resolve the change in transmission of the circular compo-
nents ��+ and �−� of the probe beam and consequently re-
solve any circular dichroism induced by the pump pulse.

A. Free-carrier absorption in Si

In a first set of experiments, we use the �=820 nm
Ti:sapphire to observe the SHEL in a 10 �m thick nomi-
nally undoped �100�-oriented Si wafer �n�3.7 at �
=820 nm�. A 5 mW pump beam is used to generate an esti-
mated free-carrier density of �1�1017 cm−3, and a
p-polarized probe beam has an average power of �3 mW.
The polarization of the pump beam for this experiment can
be arbitrarily chosen in order to reduce noise from scattered
light since the free-carrier absorption mechanism in Si does
not allow the SHEL acting on the pump beam to be detected.
In other words, the small separation between the free-carrier
populations generated by opposite circular components of
the pump beam remains indistinguishable by the probe beam
in our experiment. We measure a maximum decrease in
transmission of 0.1% of the probe beam on a single detector
due to pump-induced free-carrier absorption and the full
width at half maximum �FWHM� of this signal correspond-
ing to the spatial convolution of the pump and probe pulses
is 4.5�0.5 �m. This FWHM approaches the diffraction
limit for our experimental conditions and can vary slightly
depending on the quality of the alignment.

The weak signals obtained with Si requires additional ex-
perimental steps to extract a background-free differential sig-
nal associated with the SHEL displacement. First, a reference
scan at a time with delay of ��2 ps preceding the pump
pulse is taken for each data point to subtract background
effects associated with the accumulation and the diffusion of
the carriers due to the long carrier lifetime in Si �
1 �s�.32

Also, we noticed a pump-induced lensing effect which scales
linearly with the pump power and, as a result, cannot be
eradicated by lowering the pump power. This effect resulted
in a slight pump-induced tilt of the probe beam which could
be minimized by adjusting the optical components following
the sample. Finally, for every data point at a fixed �i, we
took two sets of measurements using orthogonal orientations
of the quarter wave plate located after the collection lens.
Since the two differential signals obtained with this tech-
nique must have opposite signs, we can then subtract any
offset attributed to lensing effects. Note that the later tech-
nique to minimize parasitic signals was only necessary for
the FCA experiments because the transmission changes in-
duced by thermal effects were then comparable in magnitude
to the FCA signal.

B. Pauli blocking in GaAs

A 500 nm thick �001�-oriented GaAs sample �n�3.6 at
�=820 nm� mounted on a glass substrate is also used with
resonant optical excitation from the Ti:sapphire laser to re-

FIG. 3. �Color online� Pump-probe experimental configuration
used to observe the SHEL.

FIG. 4. �Color online� Pump and probe beams are tightly fo-
cused onto a sample which is rotated to investigate the SHEL as a
function of the angle of incidence of the probe beam �i.
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solve the SHEL. The pump beam has an average power of
�2.5 mW generating an estimated peak carrier density of
�3�1018 cm−3 while the probe pulse has an average power
�1 mW. Probe pulses are delayed by �2 ps relative to the
pump pulses, a time longer than the carrier cooling time33 of
�500 fs but less than the electron spin relaxation time of

10 ps in GaAs �Ref. 28�; any hole spin orientation in
GaAs is expected to have completely decayed in �1 ps.29

We investigate the influence of the polarization state on the
SHEL displacement using in turn the p and s polarization in
the probe beam which can be selected using a half wave
plate and a polarizer positioned in front of the focusing op-
tics. The pump is kept p-polarized since an s-polarized pump
beam generates additional scattered light due to higher re-
flection at the interface thus decreasing the signal to noise
ratio. Moreover, the change in the signals obtained by vary-
ing the orientation of the linear polarization of the pump
beam is expected to be comparable to the resolution limit of
our experiment. The typical FWHM of �T� is 4.7�0.5 �m
and the peak normalized signal corresponds to a 10% in-
crease in transmission caused by Pauli blocking. Finally, in a
separate experiment, we determined �PB��0.18 using a cir-
cularly polarized pump beam as shown in Eq. �A5�. Note
that the contribution from pump-probe walk off effects and
projection of the spins onto the direction of the probe beam
are negligible but nonetheless included indirectly in the mea-
surement of the coefficient �PB�. Note also that the partial
reflection of the pump beam from the back surface of the
sample also generates a SHEL displacement in the pump
beam of a magnitude similar to the SHEL displacement as-
sociated with the beam transmission through the sample’s
front surface. However, in our experimental configuration, a
combination of factors prevent us from detecting this addi-
tional contribution: the fraction of the reflected pump power
at the GaAs-glass interface is �25%, the SHEL acting on the
pump beam is a relatively weak contribution to the measured
signal �PB��PB� and the linear optical absorption in GaAs
attenuates the power of the pump beam by �50% before
back surface reflection.

C. 2PA in GaAs

For the observation of the SHEL via 2PA in a GaAs wafer,
we use an amplified Er:fiber optical source with photon en-
ergy well below the band gap of GaAs. The �001�-oriented
GaAs sample is 500 �m thick, although the interaction
length inside the semiconductor is only �30 �m due to the
angular separation of the pump and the probe beams and the
tight focusing optics. Because of this relatively short interac-
tion length, we can also neglect the contribution of the SHEL
displacement in the pump beam due to its partial reflection at
the sample back surface. The pump and probe beams are
collinearly polarized and have an average power of �10 and
�2.5 mW, respectively. Furthermore, their Gaussian spatial
convolutions have a FWHM of �10�1 �m, which is also
close to the diffraction limit for the wavelength used. Over-
lapping both pump and probe pulses in time and in space
generates a typical decrease in transmission of the probe of
2% due to 2PA.

For this experiment, the GaAs sample is rotated about the
surface normal to reduce the amount of pump-induced circu-
lar birefringence acting on the probe beam. Such nonlinear
birefringence generates an imbalanced signal on the detec-
tors and consequently cancels the benefits of the background
free technique we use to detect any circular dichroism
��T+−�T−�. In order to minimize the pump-induced bire-
fringence on the probe beam and maximize the 2PA signal in
the experiment, the principal �100� axis of the sample is ori-
ented 45° relative to the plane of incidence. The p- or
s-polarized pump and probe are therefore aligned along the

�110�- or �11̄0�-crystal axis.
In a separate experiment we also determined the value of

the coefficients ��2PA� and �2PA� of Eq. �8�. Using the con-
cept of effective susceptibility defined in Eq. �B7�, we can
express Eq. �9� as

��2PA� =
�ef f� ���; �̂, �̂,���

�ef f� ��̂; �̂, �̂, �̂�
,

�2PA� =
�ef f� ���;�����,��,��� − �ef f� ���;�����,��,���

2�ef f� ��̂; �̂, �̂, �̂�
,

�12�

where �̂ is the linear polarization state of both incident pump
and probe beams used in the SHEL experiment. Note that
Eq. �12� is also valid if both beams are oriented along the
�100�- or �010�-crystal axis. Since the total pump-probe 2PA
coefficient ��� is proportional to the effective susceptibility
for given polarization states of the interacting beams
����ef f� �, we can determine experimentally the values of
��2PA� and �2PA� by measuring � corresponding to each �ef f�
of Eq. �12�. Using a separate experimental setup with the
appropriate polarization optics to compare these normalized
pump-induced transmission changes in the probe beam, we
obtain ��2PA�=0.67�0.02 and �2PA�=0.10�0.01. Including
these experimental values and the angle dependence in Eq.
�8� we obtain

d̃��i� = �0.67�dr
�p,s���i� − �0.1�de

�p,s���i − �� . �13�

IV. RESULTS

A. Free-carrier absorption

The SHEL displacement at an air-Si interface is consid-
ered for pump-probe interactions through free-carrier absorp-
tion as described in Sec. III A. Figure 5 shows the change in
transmission and circular dichroism revealing a separation
d=130�20 nm between the circular components of the
probe beam. This particular experiment uses a p-polarized
probe at �i=32°.

We rotate the sample as shown in Fig. 4 and obtain a set
of data similar to Fig. 5 for various �i. From the measured
�T� and �T+−�T−, d can be extracted and Fig. 6 shows its
�i dependence. The data are in good agreement with the
theory derived exclusively from Eq. �1�. Note that the data
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point at �i=−20° shows a negative displacement, as we ex-
pect for negative angles, but differs notably from the theo-
retical predictions. As discussed in Sec. III A, weaker signals
in Si make our technique more vulnerable to various arti-
facts. Although we succeeded in identifying the main sources
of errors and circumvent them via additional experimental
precautions described previously, we attribute the deviation
of the data point at �i=−20° from theoretical predictions to
an additional offset due to enhanced thermal lensing.

B. Pauli blocking in GaAs

Figure 7 shows typical transmission change obtained with
resonant excitation in GaAs for the experimental conditions
described in Sec. III B. This particular experiment uses a
p-polarized probe at �i=43°, closely resembling the configu-
ration depicted in Fig. 2�a�. Note that the change in transmis-
sion ��T�� is positive. As explained in the theory section
�Sec. II B�, the spin-dependent interaction provides an oppor-
tunity to detect simultaneously the SHEL displacements in-
duced in the pump and the probe beam. Using Eq. �2� we

extract from Fig. 7 a displacement d̃�140�13 nm which is
mainly related to the separation of the circular components
of the probe beam since the pump beam is almost at normal
incidence ��i−�=−12°�.

The angular dependence of the measured separation d̃ be-
tween the circular components of the probe transmitted in
GaAs �Fig. 8� is in good agreement with the theory �Eq. �7��
taking into account the two contributions from the SHEL
induced displacement in the pump and probe beam. To
clearly illustrate the angular dependence of the two separate
contributions, we included in the inset of Fig. 8 the expected
displacements �dr and �PB�de� calculated from Eq. �1� and
considering our experimental configuration. The SHEL act-
ing on the probe beam, which is the dominant contribution,
is approximately linearly proportional to �i while the weaker
contribution from the displacement related to the SHEL act-
ing on the pump beam is roughly linearly proportional to
��−�i�.

C. 2PA in GaAs

For the 2PA mechanism the change in transmission �T�

obtained in these experiments has the same sign as the mea-
surements presented in Fig. 5 since 2PA also decreases the

transmission of the probe beam. Figure 9 shows d̃ as a func-
tion of �i using either collinearly p- �blue squares� or
s-polarized �red dots� pump and probe beams. Note that the
larger optical wavelength of the source ��=1550 nm� entails
correspondingly larger measured displacements in compari-
son to the results presented in the two previously described
experiments at �=820 nm. The data in Fig. 9 are compared
to the theoretical SHEL separations of the probe’s circular
components at the air-GaAs interface derived from Eq. �1�
�dashed lines� and shows a fair agreement. However, as men-
tioned in Sec. II B 2, a more complete theory taking into
account the polarization dependence of 2PA is required to

estimate d̃ at a given angle �i. This theoretical curve corre-
sponding to the vector case is given by Eq. �13� �solid lines
in Fig. 9� where the coefficients scaling the different contri-
butions from de and dr to the measured displacement are
determined experimentally as described in Sec. III C. We no-
tice better agreement between the data and the solid lines
corresponding to the vector interaction case than the dashed
lines corresponding to a scalar interaction between light and
matter.

FIG. 5. �Color online� Change in transmission of a circular com-
ponent of a p-polarized probe beam at �i=32° focused onto a
10 �m thick Si sample �closed circles�. The open circles show the
circular dichroism proportional to the SHEL displacement in the
probe beam.

FIG. 6. SHEL displacement in a p-polarized probe beam at an
air-Si interface as a function of �i. The solid line represents a the-
oretical prediction based on Eq. �1�.

FIG. 7. �Color online� Change in transmission of a circular com-
ponent of a p-polarized probe beam �closed circles� as a function of
the scanning position of the pump beam �ye� in a 500 nm thick
GaAs sample for �i=43°. The open circles show the difference
between the change in transmission obtained for both circular
components.
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V. CONCLUSION

In summary, we have resolved the subwavelength dis-
placements induced by the SHEL at an air-Si and air-GaAs
interface. Our experimental technique relies on the pump-
induced polarization change of a probe beam impinging on a
material at off-normal incidence. We present measurements
of the SHEL displacement and theoretical predictions for
scalar interactions �FCA� and vector interactions �Pauli
blocking and 2PA� between the light and matter. The SHEL
separation has been investigated as a function of the angle of
incidence, the polarization state and the wavelength of the
light, and the results confirm the theory.

Finally, the results presented in this paper could be of
some interest to any experimentalist conducting precision
measurements based on the polarization state of a beam
transmitted through a nonlinear material. For instance, Ra-
man induced Kerr effect spectroscopy �RIKES� and other
nonlinear spectroscopy techniques rely on an experimental
configuration similar to the one presented in this paper. It is
already known6 that a linearly polarized beam does not retain
the same polarization after its transmission through a wedge
of isotropic material. However, we here demonstrated that a
measurable circular dichroism can also be induced on a lin-
early polarized beam transmitted through a slab of isotropic
material �with parallel optical interfaces� if this beam is im-
pinging off-normal incidence and interacts with another light
beam producing an induced aperture in the material.
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APPENDIX A: CALCULATIONS OF d̃ OBTAINED VIA
SPIN-DEPENDENT PAULI BLOCKING

For a zincblende semiconductor such as GaAs, as indi-
cated in Sec. II B 2 the SHEL acting on a p- or s-polarized

pump beam results in the injection of two spatially displaced
electron spin populations, separated by de

�p,s�. Here we derive

the relation ship between d̃ and dr and de when a p- or
s-polarized probe beam is used. If the SHEL acts on both the
pump and probe beam, with the notation of Sec. II B, their
respective field inside the material is of the form

E� e�r� =
Ee�r�

�2
�Gwe�r�

�ỹe�r� + de�r�/2��+ + Gwe�r�
�ỹe�r� − de�r�/2��−�

= �E+�e�r��
+ + �E−�e�r��

−, �A1�

where ỹr=y and ỹe=y−ye to allow the pump and the probe
beam to be centered at different positions along the y direc-
tion. Note that the beams also have a Gaussian spatial depen-
dence along the x direction, however we suppress this since
it does not influence the final result. From Eq. �A1� and the
injected degree of spin polarization by a circularly polarized
beam defined in Sec. II B 2, the density of spin ↑ and ↓
carriers �N↑ and N↓� in the semiconductor is

N↓ �
1 + P

2
�I+�e +

1 − P

2
�I−�e,

N↑ �
1 − P

2
�I+�e +

1 + P

2
�I−�e, �A2�

where we used I�= 1
2�0cn�E��2 which is the intensity of the

circular components. Finally, �T� can be obtained by com-
bining Eqs. �A2� and �6� and integrating the result over y
�defined in the expression of ye and yr� to obtain the change
in the total power of the right- and left-circularly polarized
probe beam components.

FIG. 8. �Color online� Measured displacement induced by the
SHEL acting on a p- �blue squares� or s-polarized �red dots� probe
beams and a p-polarized pump beam incident on a thin GaAs
sample. The angle between the pump and the probe is kept fixed at
�=55° as we rotate the sample and vary the angle of incidence of
the probe ��i� on the sample. The lines are based on theoretical
predictions in Eq. �1� and �7�. The inset shows the separate theoret-
ical contributions from the probe and the pump �in nm�.

FIG. 9. �Color online� Measurements of d̃ in a 500 �m thick
GaAs sample using s- or p-copolarized pump and probe beams and
2PA as the imaging mechanism. The dash lines represent a theoret-
ical prediction of the total SHEL displacement based on Eq. �1�
while the solid lines are the modified theoretical prediction taking
into account the correction for the polarization anisotropy of the
2PA coefficient.
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�T�

�T��y=0
=

1 + P2

2
Gw�y � dr � de� +

1 − P2

2
Gw�y � dr � de� .

�A3�

From Eq. �2� and the approximation d�s,p��we,r in Eq. �A3�
the measured SHEL displacement, d̃, is

d̃�PB� = dr − �PB�de, �A4�

where �PB�= P2. From the definition of the degree of spin
polarization, P, presented in Sec. II B 2, the derived expres-
sion for �PB� as a function of measurable quantities such as
the transmission change of a circularly probe beam induced
by a circularly polarized pump beam is

�PB� = P2 = ��T+ − �T−

�T+ + �T−
�. �A5�

APPENDIX B: CALCULATIONS OF d̃ OBTAINED VIA
POLARIZATION DEPENDENT 2PA

Here, using the notation of the main body of the text, we

provide a derivation for the measured SHEL displacement d̃
using 2PA or the Kerr effect as the imaging mechanism for
the SHEL.

We assume that the excitation �pump� beam and probe
beam are both p or s polarized. We also consider a semicon-
ductor with an index of refraction �typically n�3.6 in our
experiments� such that both beams propagate inside the ma-
terial in a direction nearly antiparallel to the surface normal.
While s-polarized light remains s-polarized �along y� in the
medium, p-polarized light is nearly completely polarized
along x, and we can therefore simplify subsequent calcula-
tions by neglecting the small component of the electric field
along the z direction. The polarization of both beams is then
in the x-y plane. Considering the SHEL acting on these
beams, the linear polarization is split into its �� components
separated by a polarization-dependent distance d�s,p� along
the y direction given by Eq. �1�. The polarization states of
these beams inside the material are defined in Eq. �A1�. Con-
sidering the approximation d�s,p��we�r�, we obtain for the
polarization states of the beams inside the material,

E� e = EeGwe
�ye�ê = Eeê ,

E� r = ErGwr
�yr�r̂ = Err̂ , �B1�

where

ê�or r̂� =
1
�2

��1 − �e�r���+ + �1 + �e�r���−� �B2�

and �e�r� is the spatially varying degree of ellipticity of the
beams,

�e�r� =
ye�r�de�r�

we�r�
2 . �B3�

We calculate the polarization state of the probe beam in-
side the material using the wave equation in the slowly vary-

ing envelope approximation with a nonlinear polarization
source term.34 The positive frequency part of the optical field
is governed by

�E� a

�z
= i

�s
2�0

2k
P� a

NLe−ikaz �B4�

where P� a
NL=	n=2

� P� a
�n�. In the case of 2PA or the Kerr effect,

we need to consider the third order nonlinear response cor-
responding to

P� a
NL��a� = �0K�� �3��− �a;�1,�2,�3� · E� ��1�E� ��2�E� ��3�eikaz,

�B5�

where ka=k1+k2+k3 and K is the numerical degeneracy co-
efficient. Since we focus on the pump-induced change to the
�� components of the probe beam, we consider �E� ��r in Eq.
�B4�. This equation takes the form

��E��r

�z
�� = ��i

3k

8
K�ef f���; ê�, ê, r̂�EeEe

�Ere
i�kz, �B6�

with �k=0. We also use the concept of effective susceptibil-
ity to express the pump-induced 2PA/Kerr effect acting on
the probe circular components35

�ef f
�3����; ê�, ê, r̂� = ������ · ê���r̂� · ê��xxyy + 
������ · ê��r̂ · ê��

+ ������ · r̂���xyxy + ��xxxx − �xxyy − 2�xyxy�

�	
i

����i
�ri�ei�2. �B7�

The effective susceptibility caries a spatial dependence since
the unit vectors ê and r̂ vary along the y direction. We then
multiply Eq. �B6� by �E����r

� on both sides and solve for the
intensity of the circular components of the probe assuming a
regime of weak nonlinearity k

�0cn2 �ef fIeL�1 as it is the case
in our experiment. After the pump and probe beams have
interacted over a distance L in the material, we obtain

Ir��z� = Ir�0��1 −
3k

2�0cn2�ef f� Ie�Er��L �B8�

where we used Ie�r�=
1
2�0cn�Ee�r��2 and the degeneracy factor

K=2.35 This expression provides the total intensity of the
circular components of the probe exiting the material for a
given position along the y axis. The change in transmission
of the circular components of the probe beam can be ob-
tained by applying two operations on Eq. �B8�. First, we
drop terms not dependent on Ie since we are interested only
in pump-induced changes to the probe beam. Then, we inte-
grate Eq. �B8� in space �along y contained in the expressions
for ye and yr� to obtain the total transmission of probe �+ and
�− components.

For zincblende semiconductors with a �001� surface nor-
mal oriented so that the linear polarization of the incident

beams is aligned along the �110�, �01̄1�, �100�, or �010� axis
we find
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�T�

�T��y=0
= � y

w0
2 �1 � ��2PA�dr � �2PA�de�Gw0

�y�� �B9�

for the �110�- or �01̄1�-crystal axis contained within the
plane of incidence

��2PA� =
��xxxx� + �xyxy� �

��xxxx� + �xxyy� + 2�xyxy� �
,

�2PA� =
��xyxy� − �xxyy� �

��xxxx� + �xxyy� + 2�xyxy� �
. �B10�

However, if the �100�- or �010�-crystal axis is the one con-
tained within the plane of incidence, we have

��2PA� =
��xxxx� + �xyxy� �

2��xxxx� �
,

�2PA� =
��xyxy� − �xxyy� �

2��xxxx� �
, �B11�

From Eqs. �B9� and �2�, d̃ can be put in the same form as Eq.
�5� using polarization dependent 2PA as the imaging mecha-
nism for the SHEL,

d̃2PA = ��2PA�dr − �2PA�de. �B12�

Note that both Eqs. �B10� and �B11� can also be expressed in
terms of the effective susceptibilities such as

��2PA� =
�ef f� ���; �̂, �̂,���

�ef f� ��̂; �̂, �̂, �̂�
,

�2PA� =
�ef f� ���;�����,��,��� − �ef f� ���;�����,��,���

2�ef f� ��̂; �̂, �̂, �̂�
,

�B13�

where �̂ is a linear polarization state, for both incident pump
and probe beams in the SHEL experiment, which, in the

most general case, can be oriented along the �110�-, �01̄1�-,
�100�- or �010�-crystal axis.

As mentioned previously, Eq. �B13� can be used to deter-
mine experimentally the value of ��2PA� and �2PA� since the
pump-probe 2PA coefficient ��� is proportional to
�ef f� �r̂ ; �ê�� , ê , r̂�.
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